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Abstract— In this work, we have proposed an algorithm for position and path estimation of mobile Robot in dynamic environment with the help of fuzzy approach. The ability of fuzzy techniques to handle imprecision and uncertainties that are often present in many real world problems and mobile Robot navigation is one of them. Rules of a Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC) which a Robot uses to navigate among moving obstacles. A Mobile Robot can then use this FLC to navigate in presence of moving obstacles. Fuzzy approach can produce efficient knowledge base of a FLC for controlling the motion of a Mobile Robot among moving obstacles. Keywords: Mobile Robot, Soft Computing Techniques, Obstacle avoidance

I. INTRODUCTION

With a pressing need for increased productivity and the delivery of end products of uniform quality, industry is turning more toward computer-based automation. At the present time, most automated manufacturing tasks are carried out by special-purpose machines designed to perform predetermined functions in manufacturing processes. Today Robot systems are powerful elements of today’s industry. They are capable of performing many different tasks and operations precisely and do not require common safety and comfort elements humans need and becoming more and more significant in various aspects of human life, for example in industrial, commercial and scientific applications. As a result of scientific achievements and industrial development, the number of Robots currently being used in industrial projects is increasing fast. However, Robotics have been evolving in the last years and there has been an increasing interest in developing Mobile Robot systems capable of performing robust cooperative work.

Position and path estimation is one of the fundamental problems in robotic systems. Various algorithms have been proposed and investigated to solve these problems. Path planning algorithms are traditionally classified as centralized or decentralized.

Centralized path planning algorithm can guarantee optimal path if the environment is static and the number of obstacles is small. In a dynamic environment where we can not predict the nature of environment, decentralized path planning algorithms are more beneficial. Decentralized path planning algorithms often find the optimal paths and solve conflict problems by dynamic assignment of priorities. They allow Robot to search its own path in advance without considering the nature of environment but it is difficult to handle such unknown situation because, how to locate the position of mobile robot in dynamic environment where moving obstacles present and it may also interrupt the path of mobile Robot. In such case it is difficult to estimate the position and path of mobile Robot. However, only centralized methods can guarantee the completeness and optimality of the results.

Control and communication methods for Mobile Robot systems have been investigated by various researchers. Problems such as positioning and path planning of mobile robot systems are generally approached with a centralized controller in mind.

Moreover, most of the work in positioning and path planning has been developed on a single mobile robot interacting with its environment.

This work is part of the relatively new interest in interaction between Autonomous Mobile Robots. Such systems bring in the problems of both multiple Robot coordination and autonomous navigation. However, due to the complexity in developing a complete system.

In this paper will focus on a specific task: Locating the position and estimating the path of the mobile robot which takes minimum traveling time and distance to find goal position in static as well as dynamic environment. This task appears to be very difficult when an environment also affect the motion of mobile robot.

Since the cooperation in the system will be based upon the interchange of information relating to position and force sensing of the mobile robots, the operative systems must integrate several characteristics to make this communication easier, besides, the force feedback must come from a reliable source, so the sensor should be robust enough to provide this information.

The problem of positioning and path planning in dynamic environments is quite different from navigating static environments. Positioning and path planning in static environments guarantees a solution if there exists one whereas in dynamic environments in intractable. Hence, the objective of positioning and path planning in dynamic environments is to avoid collisions and minimizing motion time as much as possible [9, 10].

Robots are going to play a vital role in upcoming generation
of human being. They will be having major impact on our life, Science and Technology. Robotics is the field where almost every branch of Technology has got merged like Mechanical, Electrical and Electronics & Computer Science [7].

The key difference between Mobile Robot and Human navigation is the quantum difference in perceptual capabilities. Human can detect, classify and identify the environmental features under widely varying environment condition, independent orientation and distance. Current Mobile Robots, while being able to detect stationary obstacles before they start running into them, have very limited perceptual and decision making capabilities.

Navigation in dynamic environment is most important and necessary constraint for Mobile Robot to work - well. Robot need to recognize their position and pose in known environment as well as unknown environment. In the future, the Mobile Robot will be human friendly, that are able to coexist with humans in dynamic space [4]. Positioning and path planning of mobile robot included several restrictions which arise due to dynamic nature of obstacle. It is desirable for a mobile robot to take decision in such varying environment. Set of rules of Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC) which mobile robot use during path planning for easily navigating among moving obstacle. Fuzzy approach is important tool to handle uncertainties of environment. Uncertainty - There are a number of uncertainty factors that contribute to mobile robot navigation problem [8]. First and foremost, mobile robot environments are the factors because of their unpredictable. Navigation problem is full of uncertainties which can be easily handled by fuzzy approach.

II. LOCATING THE ROBOT POSITION

Mobile robot positioning is one of an extremely challenging task in robotics [1][2]. Most of researches [3, 5] on this issue have been recently studied for autonomous mobile robot system. Positioning is the problem of determining the exact location of a robot relative to a given search space of the environment. The difficult problem that has a substantial impact on the positioning mobile robot is the environment. The environments can be static or dynamics [6]. Static environments are environments where the only variable quantity state is the robot’s pose. Put differently, only the robot moves in static environment. All other objects in the environments remain at the same location forever. Static environments have some nice mathematical properties that make them amenable to efficient probabilistic estimation. Dynamics environments possess objects other than the robot whose location or configuration changes over time. Specially, the changes persist over time. Because of various uncertainties and limitation of sensor information for dynamic changes, positioning in the dynamics environments is obviously more difficult than positioning in the static ones. Mobile robot work space is crucial because it defines the range of possible positions that can be achieved by its end effector relative to the environment.

We considered to be mobile robot as single point rigid body operating on horizontal plane. The total dimensionality of this mobile robot on the plane is three, two for the position in the plane and one for the orientation along the vertical axis, which is orthogonal to the plane. In order to locate the position of mobile robot we need to establish a relationship between the global reference frame of the plane and the local reference frame of the mobile robot, as shown in fig.1

![Locating the Robot with frame reference](image)

**Figure 1. Locating the Robot with frame reference**

The axes $X_I$ and $Y_I$ define an arbitrary inertial basis on the plane as the global reference frame from the origin $O$: {$X_I, Y_I$}. To specify the position of the robot, choose point $p$ on the mobile robot as its reference point. The basis $X_R$ and $Y_R$ defines two axes relative to the point $p$ on the mobile robot and is thus local reference frame. The position of $p$ in global reference frame is specified by coordinates of $x$ and $y$, and the angular difference between the global and local reference frames is given by $\theta$. We can describe the pose of the mobile robot as a vector with these three elements. Here we have taken subscript $I$ to clarify the basis of this pose as the global frame:

$$ P_I = \begin{bmatrix} x \\ y \\ \theta \end{bmatrix} $$

To describe robot motion in terms of component motions, it will be necessary to map motion along the axes of the global reference frame to motion along the axes of the robot’s local reference frame. Of course, the mapping is a function of the current pose of the robot. This mapping is can represented in the form of orthogonal rotation matrix.

Let us consider the position of robot is $P_I$ as shown in figure 1, now we can map the motion of mobile robot in global reference to the local reference with the following equation:

$$ X_R = X_I \cdot \cos(\theta) + Y_I \cdot \sin(\theta) + e.0 

Y_R = -X_I \cdot \sin(\theta) + Y_I \cdot \cos(\theta) + e.0 

e = X_I \cdot 0 + Y_I \cdot 0 + e.1 $$

$$ R(\theta) = \begin{bmatrix} \cos(\theta) & \sin(\theta) & 0 \\ -\sin(\theta) & \cos(\theta) & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} $$

This matrix can be used to map motion in the global reference frame {$X_R, Y_R$} to motion in terms of the local reference frame {$X_R, Y_R$}. This operation is denoted by $R(\theta)P_I$ because the computation of this operation depends on the value of $\theta$.

III. FUZZY APPROACH

Problem in the real world quite often turn out to be complex owing to an element of uncertainty either in the parameter which define the problem in the situations in which the problem occur, Dynamic Mobile Robot navigation problem is one of them in which all parameter are having full of uncertainties [14].
It is in such situations that fuzzy set theory exhibits immense potential for effective solving of the uncertainty in the problem [5]. Soft computing techniques enable handling of imprecision and uncertainty often encountered in practical problems dynamic motion planning of Mobile Robot. There is natural connection between dynamic motion planning (DMP) problem of Mobile Robot and a fuzzy logic approach.

The purpose of the DMP (dynamic motion planning) problem of a Robot is to find obstacle-free path which takes a Robot from a starting point (S) to a goal point (G) with minimum time [2]. These are basically two important part of the problem.

I. Learn to find any path from point S to G that avoid all obstacle; and

II. Learn to choose that obstacle-free path which takes the Robot in a minimum possible time.

The DMP problem of Mobile Robot can be solved by many approaches but Fuzzy approach give optimum solution of the DMP problem of the Mobile Robot.

We state the assumptions made about the DMP problem

I. The Mobile Robot is considered to be single point.

II. No kinematics constraint limits the motion of the Mobile Robot. The motions are only constrained by moving obstacles.

III. Each obstacle is represented by its boundary circle, although this is not a rigid limitation.

IV. The obstacles are disjoint, that is, no two obstacles are allowed to overlap at any time.

Thus, the fuzzy logic technique helps in quickly determining imprecise yet obstacle-free paths and the use of an algorithm helps in learning an optimal set of rules that a Mobile Robot should use while navigating in presence of moving obstacle.

IV. REPRESENTATION OF A SOLUTION

A solution to the DMP problem is represented by a set of rules which a Mobile Robot will use to navigate point S to Point G. Each rule has three conditions - Distance, Angle, and Movement.

I. Distance—The distance of the nearest obstacle forward from the Robot. Three fuzzy values for distance are Very near (VN), Near (N), and Far (F).

II. Angle—The angle between the path joining the Robot and the target point and the path to the nearest obstacle forward. The corresponding five fuzzy values for the angle are Left (L), Ahead left (AL), Ahead (A), Ahead right (AR), Right (R).

III. Movement—Movement is the relative velocity vector of the nearest obstacle forward with respect to the Mobile Robot. Here, in each condition we assumed to take a triangular membership function.

It enables us to use an incremental approach, where the Mobile Robot locates all obstacles at the end of a small time step. This makes the approach practical to be used in real scenario. The action variable is movement of the Mobile Robot from its path towards the target. This variable is considered to have five fuzzy values: Left (L), Ahead Left (AL), Ahead (A), Ahead Right (AR), Right (R).

Here, The membership function is same as angle. A set of rules can be expressed as

IF (distance is VN and angle is A) THEN (movement is AL)

In our solution we have three choices for distance and five choices for angle, so possible set of rule could be 3 x 5 or 15 combinations of two different conditions possible. For each of these 15 combinations, these could be one value for action variable. Thus there are total of 15 x 5 or 75 different rules possible, but an arbitrary set from these 75 rules cannot be used to constitute a valid rule base, this is because for two rules having identical combination of condition variables, there should be unique value of action variable, thus the maximum number of rules that may present in a rule base is 15, which can be used for the movement of the Mobile Robot.

Table 1. SET OF RULES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>distance</th>
<th>angle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We have assigned a particular value of the action variable for each combination of condition variable based on intuition. An obstacle is very near and straight ahead, the robot deviated towards ahead left. However, when the obstacle is very near but on the left of the Mobile Robot, the Mobile Robot goes ahead. As the critical obstacle is away from the Mobile Robot, it has a tendency to move ahead. This set of rule is pretty good and we shall see later that an
FLC with this rule base can navigate well in certain scenarios. However, currently we are also extending the –fuzzy approach to adaptively find the best action variable for a particular combination of condition variable, thereby eliminating the need for such a user –defined rule base.

It is important to note that not all 15 rules are necessary for the Mobile Robot to use during obstacle avoidance. One of the tasks in this study is to find which (and how many) rules should be there in the rule base for the Mobile Robot to find the shortest path between two point.

V. RECOGNITION OF OBSTACLE

In the dynamic nature of the environment we can not predict the nature of obstacle and it becomes more difficult to handle the motion of the Mobile Robot when we do not having the knowledge of obstacle in advance. The Very near (VN), Near (N) and Far (F) obstacle avoidance behaviors use range sensor measurements to determine the preference for the possible movements. Its design is such that these behaviors become effective when an obstacle is observed in some neighborhood of the Mobile Robot. The fuzzy rules for these behaviors can be expressed as

IF (Range sensor readings) THEN (a

where \(i\) represent corresponding to the behavior with \(i = 1\), \(i = 2\), and \(i = 3\) represents the VN, N and F respectively. For example we have assigned fuzzy preference \(a_1\), \(a_2\) and \(a_3\) to avoid the Very near (VN), Near (N) and Far (F) obstacle with help of sensor. Sensor gives the information about static and dynamic obstacle to the Mobile Robot [6, 15]. Any obstacle whose image is becoming larger and smaller can be treated as coming toward and going away from Mobile Robot respectively, Mobile Robot make decision for only those obstacle which is coming toward and obstacle which is in the path of Mobile Robot.

VI. FLOW CHART OF PROPOSED ALGORITHM FOR POSITION AND PATH ESTIMATION IN DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT

Assumption -
1. The speed of mobile robot and dynamic obstacle same.
2. Initial location of mobile robot and actual position of goal is known in advance.